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Abstract

The influence of ion temperature fluctuations on the
stability of resistive drift- and ballooning-modes is investigated
using a two-fluid model. The eigenmode equations are derived
and solved analytically in a low beta model equilibrium.
Parameters relevant to L-mode edge plasmas from the Texas
Experimental Tokamak (TEXT) [Phys. Fluids B2, 2879 (1990)] are
used. The resistive modes are found to be destabilized by ion
temperature fluctuations over a broad range of mode numbers.
The scaling of the growth rate with magnetic shear, T^ (L

and mode number is elucidated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In experimental investigations of tokamak edge plasmas, it
has been confirmed that fluctuations are a major source of the
observed anomalous losses [1]. Due to the collisional nature of
edge plasmas, resistive drift- and ballooning-modes are often
proposed as a possible source of these fluctuations [2]. Recent
experimental and theoretical results seem to support this picture.
For example, the large poloidal asymmetry in the radial flux
observed in various tokamaks [3,4], with a larger flux on the
outside of the torus, is a characteristic of the ballooning mode. I n
addition, two important features of edge plasma turbulence, the
nearly equal magnitude of density and temperature fluctuations
and the nonadiabatic relation between density and potential, have
both been reproduced by resistive drift- and ballooning-mode
models [5,6]. Recent work on predictive transport simulations of
tokamak plasmas [7,8] have also emphasized the importance of
resistive modes in the edge region.

In the present paper we examine the role of ion
temperature fluctuations on the stability of resistive drift- and
ballooning-modes. The study is relevant to edge plasmas with r|j >

T)e so that electron temperature fluctuations can be neglected. The

work is a complement to a recent study by McCarthy et al. [5] on
the effects of electron temperature fluctuations on resistive
modes. In their work the need for additional destabilizing effects
was pointed out in order to explain the observed edge transport in
TEXT. The present work suggests that ion temperature
fluctuations provide the necessary destabilization. A two-fluid
model is used in a simple equilibrium with circular magnetic
surfaces. The ballooning mode equations are solved analytically
using a two space scale analysis. This is presented in Sec. II where
also a dispersion relation is derived. In Sec. Ill the results are
discussed and in Sec. IV a summary is given.



II. FORMULATION

We consider a collisional plasma relevant to the edge region
of typical L-mode tokamak discharges. In this region, electron
trapping effects are not expected since the bounce frequency is
less than the electron-ion collision frequency. Also, effects of
electromagnetic perturbations and ion sound coupling are usually
small except for the largest wavelengths and are hence neglected
[5]. The reduced Braginskii equations [9] are used for the electrons
together with an advanced fluid model for the ions [10]. The
model equations are solved in a low beta equilibrium with
circular, concentric magnetic surfaces. The vorticity equation

—>
(V-J=0), the ion continuity equation and the ion temperature
equation take the forms
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where d/dt = d/dt + (vE + v#i)-V is the convective derivative with

the ExB and diamagnetic velocities defined as

(4)

(5)

The parallel current is obtained from the electron
momentum equation as

Jll = neDlle ( I V||H - Y V I +lle ( I V||H - Ye
 VH(I) + " 1 7 V | | T 0 ( 6 )

and the heat flux is given by



-> -> 5 c^n
Qi = q*i = 2" "éB" eHxVTi (7)

Here, D||e =Te/0.51mevei is the parallel electron diffusion and

(oci = eB/mjC is the ion cyclotron frequency. Quasineutrality is

assumed, i.e. n}=ne=n. For simplicity, the influence of electron

temperature fluctuations [5] is not included in this work. Since the

collisional effects are present only in the electron model, the

present ion description is also relevant for reactive ion drift

waves in the plasma core [10,11].

Using the ballooning representation [12], the system (1-3)

can be written as one second order differential equation and two

algebraic equations for the variables \ |/=(p-n, n and T as

- 6 kjj \|/+ ik| (co + a) \\f = - i k^ (co + a) n

-ienf(e)n(l+l/T)-i^f(6)T

ki(o) + a)-l+enf(0)+C(o))(|Tirl)}

(co + a) +co-l+en f(l+l/x) + C(co) (<0+(|rii-l))} n ( j 0 )

Here, n = Sn/i^, (p = e<t>/Te and T = 8Tj/Ti0 are the normalized

perturbations of density, electrostatic potential and ion
temperature, respectively and we have C(a)) = enf/x/(1.5co+5enf/2x).

The frequency and the wavenumber have been normalized to the
electron diamagnetic frequency co+e = k 0p sc s /L n (where r>s =

(cs/coci) and cs = (Te/mj) ) and ps'1 respectively The

dimensionless parameters in Eqs.(8-10) are defined as
"" 2 2

En=coD/co*=2Ln/LB, r|j=Ln/LTj, x=Te/Tj[, a=(l+r|j)/x and D = D||e/q R (o„,e.

From the ballooning representation we have k|| -> -l/q R 3 /38 ,



k ^ k 2 , (1 + s202) and coD=Enco*(cos6 + sGsinØ - e) = EnCO^Ø) where s =

dlnq/dlnr is the magnetic shear and e=a/R.

In the absence of ion temperature fluctuations (i.e. with
6Tj=O and ripO), Eqs. (8-10) can be combined to give a single

differential equation for ¥ as

[co - 1 + £nf (1+1/x) + ki(co + l/x)] D-—-\\f

ae2

+i (k|(co + l/x)co + £nf (1+1/x) - E2/2 (1+1/x)) \j/ = 0 (11)

This equation is identical to Eq. 17 of Ref. 5. It can be solved
analytically by a two-space scale analysis (see Ref. 5 for details)
based on the ordering assumptions

c o ~ D ~ l (12)

en~e (13)

(14)

where f(9) = -e is a space average and e « l . The resulting

dispersion relation is given by (Eq. 22 of Ref. 5)

(co-1) [een - — ^ + ki (co + 1/x) coj

5 J (15)

This dispersion relation yields unstable roots over a broad
range of mode numbers [5]. For large wavelengths, the drift
resistive mode was obtained with y~r|, where T| is the resistivity.
For shorter wavelengths, a transition to the resistive ballooning
mode occurs with Y~T|1 /3 . The two-space scale analysis was shown



to reproduce the numerically obtained eigenvalues with
reasonably good accuracy.

In order to study the influence of ion temperature
fluctuations on the resistive modes, the system (8-10) is first

reduced by substituting T in terms of \|/ and n. We then obtain

5enf rir2/3
— + - 7 -

The coupled equations (16,17) are solved by a two-space
scale analysis (see Appendix for details) which after matching
yields the fifth order dispersion relation

where A and B are given by

K(f)] !^!)} O9a,b)

B = 7*b){ A ( o "



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dispersion relation (18) is solved numerically using a
standard root finding algorithm. Parameters relevant to TEXT [13]
L-mode edge plasmas are used with Tj=Te=30 eV, n=3 1012 cm"3,
a=26 cm, R=100 cm, B=2T, Ln=2 cm and s=2. From these values we

obtain D=220/m and (keps)
2=10"6m2 where m is the poloidal

mode number. The ion temperature gradient parameter r|j is in

the following treated as a free parameter.

In Fig. 1 the growthrates (normalized by co*e) are displayed

as functions of mode number. In case 1 (dotted line), the ion
temperature fluctuations are neglected (Eq. 15) whereas case 2
(solid line) includes ion temperature fluctuations with tipO. For

large wavelengths, a drift-like mode is obtained with y/(£>*e rising

linearly with mode number. For m>70, a transition to a resistive
ballooning-mode occurs with Y/co*e ~ ke"1 / 3 . As observed, the

drift-mode growth rate is strongly increased when the ion
temperature fluctuations are included. The resistive ballooning-
mode, on the other hand, is only weakly affected.

Figure 2 shows the growthrates (normalized by co^) as

functions of mode number in the presence of a cross-field ion
temperature gradient. The ion temperature gradient parameter rjj

is varied from r|j=O to T|pl. A destabilizing effect of r\[ is obtained

for all mode numbers. The qualitative nature of the modes,
however, remains unchanged. The observed scaling with TJJ is in

contrast to the results reported by McCarthy et al. [5] where the
r|e effects on resistive modes were treated. Although a slight

destabilisation was observed when the electron temperature
fluctuations were included (and r|e=0), the inclusion of a nonzero

r|e led to a reduced growth rate for all mode numbers.

In Fig. 3 the destabilizing effect of T|j is further illustrated

with the mode number m as a parameter. Also shown are the
corresponding real frequencies. We note that the resistive modes
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propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction with o)R/o)*e=0.75

for the drift-resistive mode (m=40 and r|pO) and coR/co1|!e==0.3 for

the resistive ballooning-mode (m=150, r\\=0). For larger values of

r|j , also an ion mode, propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction,

is found.

Next, we consider the dependence of the eigenfrequency on
magnetic shear s. Fig. 4 shows the mode growth as a function of
mode number for s=l, s=0.5 and s=-l respectively. As shown,
negative (or reversed) shear is stabilizing. Both the drift-like
mode and the resistive ballooning-mode are strongly suppressed
by weak or negative shear. The maximum growth rate is obtained
for m=90 and it is reduced from y/(d*e~023 for s=l to

Y/co*e=0.065 for s=-l. The strong stabilisation is consistent with

the enhanced confinement observed in several tokamak

discharges with negative magnetic shear.

From the two space scale analysis, it is possible to estimate

the relative fluctuation levels of density, potential and ion

temperature. Using the zero-order solutions (see Appendix), we

can approximate as InApl = |no/(po| = 1/ co|. Analogously, we obtain

|T/n|=T|j for the ratio between temperature and density

fluctuations. Thus, a nonadiabatic relation between density and
potential is generally obtained. Moreover, the ion temperature
fluctuation level is comparable to the density fluctuation level for
T|j — 1. More detailed measurements, in particular for the ion

temperature fluctuations, are needed in order to confirm this.

In order to calculate the associated transport we use a
simple mixing length estimate according to D = (y /k 2 ) m a x , where

the maximum is taken over all mode numbers with a nonzero
growth rate. For TEXT-like parameters with T|J=1, we obtain a

value of 1.6 104 cm2/s (for m=40). This compares favourably with
the measured value of 3 104 cm2/s.



IV. SUMMARY

In this paper the influence of ion temperature fluctuations
on the stability of resistive ballooning modes is investigated using
a two-fluid model based on the Braginskii equations. The
eigenmode equations are derived and solved analytically in the
electrostatic limit using a two space scale analysis. The work is a
complement to a recent study [5] on the effects of electron
temperature fluctuations on resistive ballooning modes where the
need for additional destabilizing effects were pointed out in order
to explain the observed edge transport in TEXT.

The present work shows that ion temperature fluctuations
provide a destabilizing effect on the resistive modes. For large
wavelengths, a drift-like mode is obtained (with y/co^g rising

linearly with mode number) and the ion temperature fluctuations
are destabilizing even in the absence of a temperature gradient.
For shorter wavelengths, a transition to a resistive ballooning
mode is found which is slightly stabilized by the ion temperature
fluctuations. When a cross-field ion temperature gradient is
included, the drive is further increased and both the drift-
resistive mode and the resistive ballooning-mode are destabilized
over a broad range of mode numbers.

The influence of negative (or reversed) magnetic shear is
found to be stabilizing for both modes. For example, the maximum
growth is reduced by a factor of four when the magnetic shear
parameter is varied from s=l k> s=-l. In order to study the
enhanced confinement regimes associated with negative shear
observed in many tokamaks, however, additional physics effects
need to be considered.

A calculation of the edge particle transport for TEXT-like
parameters was performed using a simple mixing length estimate.
The contribution from the drift-resistive mode dominates the
transport in this parameter regime. The calculated diffusivity of
D=1.6 104 cm2/s compares favourably with the measured value of
D=3 104 cm2/s.
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APPENDIX: TWO-SCALE ANALYSIS

1. Large 6 solution
In this region we use two poloidal scales, 0,—e"1'2 and 90~l and
solve Eqs. (16,17) in orders of e1/2 (for details, see Ref. 5).
Order e°,

- - ^ = O (Al)
ae0

2

(A2)

= co(co-l)no

(A4)

Order e1'2,

Equations (16,17) and (A2,A4) give

^X(Q{, 0O) = A01 sin6oVo (A5)
n1(e1,e0) = B81 sinØoVo (A6)

where A and B are given by Eqs. (19a,b).

Order e,
The order e-equations averaged over 0O takes the form

C7U i

where

( A 8 )

For small 0,, the solution to Eq. (A7) is

X
— (A9)

where x = 0! /0.
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2. e ~ 1 solution
Here we only have one poloidal scale, 0 ~1 and \j/ = \|/0 + £ v,. The
same procedure as above then yields the averaged second order
equation

i e2

(A10)

where

Do)

co2

Deo

(Al l )

Equation (A10) has the solution

y2=l + x + jg + ̂ -Q2 (A12)

for x = 0/0 » 1. For the solutions (A9, A12) to match the coefficient
of 02 must be zero. This gives the dispersion relation Eq. (18).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The dependence of growth rate (normalized by co*e) on

mode number for TEXT-like parameters with TpTe=30 eV, B=2T,

n=3 1012 cm"3, a=26 cm, R=100 cm, Ln=2 cm and s=2. The solid

line is for T^O, but with T|pO whereas the dashed line shows the

result for f;=0.

Fig. 2. The dependence of growth rate (normalized by co+e) on

mode number with T|J = l,r\[ = 0.5 and r|} = 0. Other parameters as

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Growth rates (normalized by co^) and real frequencies

(normalized by - co^) as functions of r|j for m=40 and m=150

respectively. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Growth rates (normalized by cô g) as functions of mode

number for s=l, s=0.5 and s=-l respectively. Other parameters as
in Fig. 1.
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